Accuracy and reliability of MRI vs. laboratory measurements in an ex vivo porcine model of arthritic cartilage loss.
To quantify the accuracy of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) measurement of change in cartilage volume due to thin linear excisions, simulating arthritic cartilage losses, by comparison with laboratory volume measurements in an ex vivo porcine model. We scanned 15 porcine patellae by T1-weighted spoiled gradient echo (SPGR) MRI at baseline and after excision of up to three thin layers of articular cartilage. Excised fragment volume was determined from density and weight. Postexcision scans were "fused" to the baseline scan by three-dimensional (3D) registration. This allowed automated recalculation of the remaining cartilage volume within a baseline region of interest (ROI) following each excision. We compared MRI estimates of change in cartilage volume to direct laboratory measurement of fragment volume. Our 38 excised fragments averaged 0.16 mL, or approximately 7% of cartilage volume. MRI and laboratory estimates of total cartilage volume loss differed by 1.6% +/- 13.2% (mean, coefficient of variation [CV]). Accuracy was +/-0.1 mL for 95% of scans. MRI estimates of small changes in porcine patellar cartilage volume were unbiased, reliable, and accurate to 0.1 mL. Despite a proportionately high error in the very thin fragments tested, achievement of similar accuracy in vivo would be adequate to detect approximately two years of osteoarthritic cartilage loss.